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So I'm wondering if there's a way to just display all the
entries (keywords) for a particular user? A: This query will

help you: $result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM
`Keywords` WHERE user_id = $username"); $data = [];

while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)){ $data[] = array(
'keyword' => $row['keyword'] ); } echo

json_encode($data); Presently, there are two methods by
which to conduct remote video conferencing. One method is
to establish a direct connection between the attendees and
the remote participants, the other method is to establish a

connection between the attendees and the remote
participants via a network system. The direct connection

method is the best method, because it achieves a
significantly better quality. For those networks that lack a

satisfactory resolution, however, the connection via a
network system is the method of choice. In the connection
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via a network system, the screen of the remote participants
is connected to the network system, where the remote

participants either transmit the screen image, via a video
conference or file transfer protocol, to the attendees or
receive the video conference from the attendees. The

attendees are connected to the network system, usually via
a personal computer (PC), either directly or via a client-

server application. Consequently, the attendees appear to
the remote participants as an enlarged live image, as if
they were sitting in the same room. However, when the
attendees are using a video conferencing/file transfer

protocol such as Microsoft Netmeeting or Adobe
Live.sup.(trademark), the attendees are actually using a

phone line or network connection and most often have a PC
equipped with a speakerphone so that they can carry on a
normal conversation and simultaneously watch the screen
image, which is recorded and transmitted by the PC. The

quality of the video conference is affected by the distance
between the attendees and the remote participants. In a
remote video conference, the quality is usually limited by
the resolution of the PC used in the attendees' room (i.e.,

the screen resolution). It is possible to obtain a better
quality video conference for the attendees and the remote
participants by using an alternate PC with a higher screen
resolution or a dedicated media board that has a higher
resolution screen. However, the cost of obtaining such
equipment and the space required for its c6a93da74d
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